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Background and objectives
The analysis of CMIP� data show �Covey et� al� ����� that the sensitivity

of global averaged near	surface temperature to CO� change di�ers from �
to � K for years ��	��� It is known that there are two main factors that
determine the sensitivity
 change of cloud radiation forcing �CRF� and
ocean heat uptake�
Our runs with INM model performed under CMIP� program show that


INM model has minimum sensitivity of near surface air global temperature
in comparison with other CMIP	models
 � K for years ��	���
Main reason of small sensitivity is decreasing of incoming radiation due to
increasing of PBL stratus cloud amount ���� W�m��� The role of ocean
heat uptake is much smaller� Net heat �ux to ocean in CO� run in years
��	�� is only ��� W�m��
The reason of increasing of PBL stratus clouds is that in INM model there
is strong dependence of low cloud amount from vertical temperature pro�le�
In the case of inversion we have much more clouds than without inversion�
For CO� run we have stronger warming in the troposphere than at the
surface� Therefore� we have more inversion conditions and more low stratus
clouds�
The aim of this study is to understand the role of cloud radiation forcing

and ocean heat uptake in determination of near	surface temperature sensi	
tivity to CO� increase for CMIP models� There are some CMIP projects
that consider the role of ocean heat uptake in the explanation of di�erent
sensitivity to CO�� We try to compare the importance of these two factors�



Methodology
Direct data of CRF change at the surface due to CO� change are not

available for CMIP�� But we try to estimate it from available solar and
IR radiation balance in assumption that change of clear	sky radiation bal	
ance at the surface for di�erent models depends linearly from near	surface
temperature response� and that clear	sky balance change for INM model is
known�
We study the connection between CRF change and global near	surface

warming for all CMIP� models� the connection between ocean heat uptake
and global warming� and the connection between CRF change � ocean heat
uptake and global warming�
Another point is that in some places �eastern tropical Paci�c� southern

midlatitudes� mean SST error in the present	day climate simulation is con	
nected closely with reproduction of low stratus clouds under inversion� We
try to look for simple connection between mean SST error �or heat �ux cor	
rection value� in these places in control experiment� global CRF response
and near	surface global temperature response to change of CO�� If we �nd
simple connection between SST error and temperature response� we can
hope to estimate sensitivity of real climate system assuming that SST error
for real climate system is zero� It is important� because real climate system
sensitivity can not be measured directly�

Data requirements
Monthly mean surface air temperature�
��	year means of

net surface heat �ux at the air	sea interface�
�ux adjustment�
surface latent heat �ux�
surface sensible heat �ux�
surface net IR radiation balance�
surface solar radiation balance�
zonal mean atmospheric temperature�
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